MENU

TRAVEL

Stay at Crystal Creek Rainforest Retreat to explore Tweed's incredible hinterland.

A twist in the Tweed
Forget the heavy, ﬂecked cloth that ﬁrst comes to mind when you think of
tweed. Instead, get to know Tweed, a natural hideaway nestled between
the Gold Coast and Byron Bay.
Thanks to its proximity to the Gold Coast Airport, a weekend is enough
time to explore both the stunning coast and lush hinterland, especially for
those who enjoy a drive.
For total relaxation and immersion in nature, start at Crystal Creek
Rainforest Retreat. It’s surrounded by Numinbah Nature Reserve, a World
Heritage-listed national park, so your stay will be all about privacy, peace
and beauty. There’s no need to dress for dinner, as gourmet meals will be
delivered to your door. Only the retreat’s creek-side walking trails will
tempt you to leave your lodge’s private plunge pool and the uninterrupted
rainforest views.
Once you’re refreshed for a day of exploration, start at Tweed Regional

Gallery, where you will ﬁnd a replica of Margaret Olley’s delightfully
shambolic Sydney studio. Step out onto the balcony to enjoy a panoramic
view of Wollumbin-Mount Warning, the core of a giant and ancient volcano.
It is the heart – and, some say, soul – of the region.

Inside the Margaret Olley Art Centre at the Tweed Regional Gallery. Image:
Ryan Fowler.
Stop at Mavis’s Kitchen, only a few kilometres from the mountain’s base,
for lunch on the balcony of a magniﬁcently restored Queenslander or to
enjoy a pre-arranged picnic on the grounds.
Though you may be reluctant to turn your back on the hinterland, don’t
skip a trip to the beach. The drive to Cabarita is ideal for a window-open,
top-down journey through paperbark forest, complete with the possibility
of a koala sighting.
Your destination is Halcyon House, right on the beach at Cabarita. A South
of France-style renovation transformed this former brown-brick motel into
a boutique hotel that was recognised as one of the best in the world on the
2019 Conde Nast Gold List.

Halycon House is the deﬁnition of beachside cool. Image: Ryan Fowler.
Guests only need to take a few steps to reach dinner. Paper Daisy, the colocated two-hatted restaurant, offers dishes such as salted kangaroo
served with saltbush and macadamia. If you need some pampering, the
spa’s menu of holistic treatments is equally luxurious.
Come morning, watch the sun rise from the water before exploring Tweed’s
extensive and sparsely populated beaches. Choose from the nearby
Cabarita headland or a river-side drive to Fingal Head’s ‘Giant’s Causeway’.
Bonus days will allow you to explore the region’s cute-as-a-button towns, or
head inland for a scenic drive around the caldera’s rim; but even a two-day
visit is enough to introduce you to the secrets of the Tweed.
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